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The place from Antwerp offers 16 different meals and drinks on the card at an average price of $45.4. What User
likes about The London:

I don't understand why this restaurant has no Michelin stars. the service was attentive and efficient. the
presentation of each menu item was artistic and appealing. most items on the 6 curs tasting menu were well

balanced and had compelling and interesting texture and taste. we will return when our travels return to
Antwerpen. kudos to the chef, the kitchen and to the staff this was a wonderful experience. read more. As a

guest, you can use the WLAN of the establishment at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit
outside and eat. Expect extraordinary combinations of different ingredients at The London - all according to the
approach of a outstanding fusion cuisine, A selection of varying drinks is also extensively a hit among the

visitors. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of The London. Anyone who finds the usual and
generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected

combination of ingredients taste, and you can look forward to the delicious typical seafood cuisine.
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Desser�
DAME BLANCHE 16 €

Sushimenü�
SAKURA

Amus�
AMUSE 1 €

WARME DRANKEN
KOFFIE 4 €

Nigir� Per 2 Stuk�
SEA BASS

Tastin� men� ‘New Zealan�‘
PRE- DESSERT

Informati�
BIJ VOLBOEKING OP DE GEWENSTE
DAG BEL NAAR DIT NUMMER 032318293

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
APPETIZER

Tastin� men� ‘Asia�
Summer Vibe�‘
SPINKRAB

FRANSE LABEL ROUGE KWARTEL

Men�
TASTING MENU ‘ASIAN SUMMER
VIBES ‘ 94 €

INCLUSIEF 3 GLAZEN
AANGEPASTE WIJN 124 €

INCLUSIEF 3 GLAZEN BOB-
ARRANGEMENT 110 €

KAAS IN PLAATS VAN DESSERT 10 €

KAAS ALS EXTRA GANG 16 €

KOFFIE AMUSE 1 €
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 12:00-13:30
Thursday 12:00-13:30
Friday 12:00-13:30
Saturday 12:00-13:30
Sunday 12:00-13:30
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